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Abstract The paper addresses role-oriented aspects of Open Distance Leaming 
identifying specific components like system, co-operation and organisational 
facets used in the interaction-oriented leaming process. We envisage the 
design and the Operation of educational environments in which the actors 
(pupils, groups of pupils, instructors, ... ) can interact via computerised media 
in the accomplishment of an activity constructed to drive leaming. These 
interactions are educationally regulated (in an automated fashion or monitored 
by the teacher) from the specifications previously established by the designer 
of the educational activity. After presenting the principles, we describe the 
technological platform capable of supporting such an environment. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Open Distance Leaming (ODL) Systems have the wind in their sails. 
Carried by the tide of the Internet, they are pushed forward by big business 
in order to train their clients and colleagues and also by several universities 
(mainly in the United States) for whom their Web Site advertises more and 
more modules available on line. 

In this paper, we claim a focus on educational environments based on 
interactions. We consider that the teacher must hold a central role even in 
ODL; so, rather than removing the teacher from his/her role of regulating the 
relationship between the leamer and knowledge, we envisage a model 
allowing the exploitation of new Information Technologies: 
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- in order to make the relationship between the learner, the knowledge and 
thc tcachcr morc efficicnt, 

- in order that the teachers adhere to new technologies and profit from 
them at an educational Ievel. 
The suggested model works on the principal that for the teacher, a class is 

a system in which the interactions between actors are at least as significant 
as their individual performances (Tardif 1997, Mucchielli 2000, George and 
Leroux 2001 ). A detailed study of this system allows one to envisage the 
design (and the operation) of educational environments in which the actors 
(pupils, groups of pupils, instructors, teachers) are going to be able to 
interact via computerised media/mediums in the accomplishment of an 
activity constructed to drive learning. These interactions are educationally 
regulated (in an automated fashion or monitored by the teacher) from the 
specificationspreviously established by the designer. 

After justifying our approach, we present the principals of such an 
environment. We end by describing the platform capable of supporting such 
an environment: it relies on XML, object based systems and distributed 
computing. 

2. OPEN DISTANCE LEARNING- INTERACTION
BASEn E-LEARNING 

What is good and bad is never certain. Down the years, work and 
research in Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) has remained restricted to 
small groups of researchers. But now, as a result of new Information and 
Communication Technologies, we have witnessed an explosion of 
advertising and material for open distance learning from retailers of 
platforms (WebCT, Lotus Learning Space) and also from those who develop 
(and commercialise) educational material from this kind of platforms. Even 
within educational institutions, people say that very soon, on-line courses are 
going to compete with our lessons and for near enough same costs, the 
students will thus have access to individual training that is more efficient and 
better adapted to their needs (Lotus 1998). 

Considering the challenge for our institutions, and taking into 
consideration the power of these firms or universities, we think it both 
pointless and unnecessary to fight on the same ground: 
- pointless because the developers of ODL solutions have indisputable 

assets: a significant production capacity, a capacity to tap into a huge 
market-place via the Web (cheap courses but to a very large potential 
audience/courses at a higher cost but sufficiently in depth to interest 
people on a world-wide scale), a capacity to offer training on the same 
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wave1ength as the market and technology advance (because they are 
capable of mobilising, on demand, numerous human resources for the 
production of just in time Courseware ). 

- unnecessary because the educational environments developed for the 
majority of ODL platforms on the market are very limited as to the 
educational dialogue they offer to the student. These are teaching aids 
accompanied by a methodological guide and a range of exercises 
allowing self-leaming and self-evaluation. And this package has a User
interface with communication ftmctions (mails, chats, video
conferencing) in order to allow the student to contact other students or an 
instructor during a learning session. It would be very surprising that such 
solutions that have been largely and justifiably criticised ten years ago for 
the weak educational dialogue that they provided would find public 
approval today only because they are circulated en masse via the web. 
Such solutions can probably, in the context of further education be 
justified but we think that other ways have to be found to ensure quality 
initial education aided by technology within our institutions ( or in Iiaison 
with them). 
We think on the other hand that it is desirable and possible to produce 

educational environments by using ICT which, because they are based on a 
model where the teacher retains a central role, will mean that these new 
technologies will not have the effect of removing students from our system 
of leaming. It is therefore a question of integrating the use of new 
Information Technologies into every day educational practice and of finding 
some protocols which will entail an increase in the educationa1 dialogue 
between students and teachers and consequently the educational return of 
our teaching (Dillenbourg 1999, Soller et al. 1999). 

This education centering on interactions (Tardif 1997, Mucchielli 2000, 
George and Leroux 2001) that we strong1y advise is complementary to 
education through prob1em-situations which are taught in teacher training 
colleges in France: 
- the problem-situation defines the context of the interaction which is going 

to be estab1ished between actors (between students; between the students 
and instructors ): it consists of presenting not only the proposed activity to 
the students, but also the activity objectives and problems that the 
students must overcome, the material they can require, the criteria to be 
met (both functiona1 and formal), ... 

- the study of interactions allows one to define the rules (Taveter 1999) that 
actors must conform to in solving the prob1em-situation, the modes of 
intervention for each actor and the dynamics of these interventions. 
In earlier works, we have dealt with methods and too1s for the 

specification of teachings based on problem-situations (Nodenot 1995, 
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Marquesuzaa 1998). Here, we are going to present the characteristics of the 
interactive educational environment which is currently being developed in 
our Laboratory. It is a system of specification and regulation of co-operative 
activities which allows: 
- The educational designer (a teacher) to define the interactions that can be 

established between actors (students, groups of students, human and 
system instructors) in the course of a problem-situation activity. 
The activities of the different actors to be monitored by the environment 
on the basis of the established specifications. 

3. STUDY OF A SYSTEM OF SPECIFICATION AND 
REGULATION OF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES 

This system is complex to analyse because it is an environment spread 
throughout space and time: 
1. In space because actors whether they are students, instructors or teachers 

use a specific computer equipped with software dedicated to the tasks 
they have to achieve: 

To perform the tasks they are assigned, the leamers have at their 
disposal tools that can be quite standard (spreadsheets, word
processors, programming environments, ... ) or specific-purpose tools 
( e.g. an editor allowing the leamer to know instantly the tasks that 
remain for him to accomplish in order to succeed). Among these tools 
there will also be facilities of communication which allow them to 
exchange information with other actors in the context of the task (the 
possibilities for communication are limited only to the actors with 
which the learner has a right to communicate in the script defined by 
the educational designer). 

- The teachers or instructors (that intervene at the discretion of the 
designer) will also use dedicated tools allowing them to follow the 
tasks undertaken by the leamers to evaluate results and to intervene in 
the leamers activities. Our objective is to ernpower these actors to take 
decisions and to help them prioritise the need to intervene. 

2. In time because all the constraints that are going to be imposed on the 
actors as regards the activity (via a semi-automatic regulation) are the 
result of an initial specification work (that is the preparation phase). At 
this stage, the educational designer must define the rotes played by 
different actors, the grouping of actors, the possibilities for 
communication and the tools offered to different actors, the 
synchronisation of activities between one another with regard to 
information sharing and shared processes. 
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To develop such an environment, we suggest an approach that would 
allow us to take into account all of these constraints. W e explore: 

a Tool-based approach that we can summarise as such: What platform 
could support the activity of the user during the phases of preparation and 
regulation of the educational activity? What user-interfaces should be 
proposed to the actors to facilitate their co-operative activities? 
an Interaction-based approach to master the co-operative activities that 
the educational environment must promote, 

- a Method-based approach whose objective is chiefly to help the designer 
describe the key elements of a protocol that the educational environment 
will enforce during the regulation phase. 
We consider that these three approaches cannot be studied and 

implemented in a dissociated manner and incidentally, we agree with current 
thinking in the field of Co-operative Information Systems (an Information 
System is co-operative "if it shares goals with other agents in its 
environment, such as other information systems, human agents and the 
organisation itself, and contributes positively towards the fulfilment of these 
common goals ... " (De Michelis et al. 1998)). The educational environment 
that we promote is a co-operative Information System that is composed of: 

A System facet whose focus is "how information will be processed and 
put at the disposal of actors ( or at the disposal of the organisation, in 
general)". In our context, this facet must promote interoperability 
between the tools put at the disposal of the students or of the instructors 
whose job is to monitor the educational activity. This is based on sharing 
Information representing the educational specifications established during 
the preparation phase. 
a Co-operation facet which focuses on the actors involved in the common 
activity (or process) (Boloni and Marinescu 2000, Bourguin 2000, Lee et 
al. 2000), how they coordinate their activities to be able to adapt to 
unforeseen circumstances and modify their methods of work accordingly: 
An Organisational facet whose focus is to maintain consistency with 
regard to its educational objectives, its conditions of interaction, ... In 
generat this facet is defined through the system specifications but in our 
context, such a facet must be satisfied and enforced during the regulation 
of the activity; consequently, this facet is largely dependent on the 
capacity of technology to implement and regulate such a cooperative 
Information system. The principal questions conceming this facet are: 
1. Which description language should be used (vocabulary and Ievel of 

expression of this educational language) to represent the actors, their 
roles in the activity, the resources they dispose to achieve their goals, 
the methods of co-operation that are imagined by the educational 
designer)? 
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2. How to express the educationa1 ru1es that govem the regu1ation of 
such an environment (Taveter 1999)? 

Organisational ~ 
facet \\ 

Cooperation Systems 
facet facet 

Figure 1. The three facets of an educational environment 

At the moment, we try to answer both questions, from the study of the 
following prob1em-situation: 
1. The educationa1 objective for the 1eamers is to understand the benefits of 

using sty1es with W ord and to leam how to manage them, 
2. The prob1em-situation consists of producing a W ord document composed 

of severa1 chapters and a table of contents. This document must be 
produced through the co-operation of several groups and the document 
must conform to a pre-defined format. These groups must coordinate 
their activities, exchange productions, ... 

3. The obstacle that must be overcome consists of dealing with different 
levels of title, to associate sty1es with titles in a style-sheet and to 
generate the table of contents from these titles. 

4. Three groups of students participate in this activity, helped in their tasks 
by the educational environment (through integrated teaching functions) 
and a human instructor. 

5. The computerised environment is responsible for enforcing the 
established rules of communication, 

6. The computerised environment and the human instructor if necessary can 
help the students in their consultation of resources (centered on 
formatting paragraphs, formatting styles, designing style-sheets, 
generating tables of contents). They must also consolidate the learning of 
students by undertaking consolidation exercises. 
From this we highlight three facets ofthe educational environment. 
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3.1 Aspects of organisation/co-operation 

The objective is to provide an organisation that allows control of the 
interactions to be established between the different groups of leamers in 
order to satisfy the educational objectives. The organisation specified by the 
designer must describe: 

the actors, their roles, their tasks 
the rules that govem the exchange of documents between actors (i.e. the 
document that group C may send to group A and its format, the fact that 
group C cannot modify the documents distributed by groups A and B) 

- the interaction protocols between the actors (services provided by each 
actor, actors involved in each interaction, steps to achieve a task). 
The organisation must then enforce these specifications of interaction and 

co-operation and this Ieads us to deal with the System facet. 

3.2 Aspects of organisation/system 

The educational designer must be able to describe this organisation in a 
declarative fashion via a simple language that is precise enough in order that, 
during the regulation phase, computers are able to enforce the defined rules. 

Our current works are focused on the definition of such a langnage in 
order to allow a designer to express the rules of interaction between actors 
(information and resources that can be exchanged). These rules or 
Educational Partner Agreements ( cf. the Trading Partner Agreements that 
exist to express the rules of interaction with regard to e-business trade (Sachs 
and lbbotson 2000) define all the characteristics of possible interactions 
between actors during the educational activity (including the assistance 
given by the system or the human instructor). These rules can be expressed 
at the design Ievel as specifications using a language like the Unified 
Modeling Language, or at the implementation stage as XML specifications 
(works in progress in our Iab). Wehave not yet studied how to exploit these 
XML specifications to control the environment at the regulation stage. Yet, 
we know from experience that XML is weil suited to automatic processing 
and work led on tpaML and ebxml (Grangard et al. 2000) have shown that 
these specifications can be used to control interactions, i.e. in e-trade 
environments. 

3.3 Aspects of co-operation/system 

In order to support cooperation between actors at the regulation stage, we 
suggest to use an Object Oriented Database Management System 
(OODBMS) serving the community with shared information and resources: 
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- the XML specifications corresponding to EPAs defined by the designer, 
- the shared educational resources which are often structured, multimedia 

and put at the disposal of the actors in order to aid their leaming (in our 
example, the resources are about style sheets, generation of tables of 
contents, exercises for practice and consolidation). 

Human Instructor 

Figure 2. The topology of the system 

The OODBMS that we use is Jasmine ('Computer Associates' Trade 
Mark). One of its advantages is to implement interfaces for different 
technologies (Corba, COM, ... ) useful in our context. One ofthese interfaces 
is the XML provider: the XML data is thus seen through the OODBMS just 
1ike other resources stored in the database. Then, these data is accessed via a 
powerful query language that we exploit through Java (McCarthy 1999). 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we have started to explain that there are educational and 
technical alternatives to the current Open Distance Leaming platforms. We 
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intended to show that it is possible to promote New Information Technology 
to enhance an educational dialogue: 

in allowing the educational designer to specify the interactions that can be 
established between actors (leamers, groups of leamers, instructors, 
teachers, ... ) during an educational activity based on a problem-situation 
in developing a methodological infrastructure and techniques that allow 
the enforcement of these specifications during the interactions between 
actors. 
In 1991, N. Balacheff questioned hirnself about the role of computing in 

education and concluded with his hope that computers could play the role of 
an educational partner. He wrote (Balacheff 1991): "the problern of the 
explanation of a tutor to the teachers, whose subject would be the nature of 
the apprenticeship and the types of interactions with the leamer has not 
been, until now, studied. Yet, the pedagogues will not accept any partnership 
with a machine unless such a machine can communicate through a didactic 
language". We hope that our infrastructure will contribute, when completely 
implemented, to consolidate this strong idea ofN. Balacheff. 
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